
Cliffside Refiners Limited Partnership Meeting 

November 26, 2019 @ 9:00 AM 

Attendees: 

(Cliffside) Barry S. Mark M.  Brad H. Rodney C. 

(Downtown) Emress B.   

(NOC)  David S. Cindy G. Melissa H.  Emmett L. 

(CRLP) Bob L.  Nick D. Bobby S. Sara H. 

 

Roll Call 

 Noted 

Antitrust applies, multiple companies on the call. 

Nick D.-Projects 

Barry S.-Nick and Brad stated that BLM ran heat trace before.  I really feel like we have run 
heat trace on the lines from the booster compressor.  They were heat traced before and taken off 
because it was the wrong heat trace.  I don’t know if BLM wants to take that on. 

Nick D.-Historically BLM has managed the heat tracing, it is either in the FAR contract or the 
SOP about heat tracing.  It doesn’t preclude you from asking CRLP to help or to contract that 
out.  We would all go to a third party to do.  Ask that you put together in your inspections what is 
needed for heat trace and we can prepare you a proposal if that is what you want. 

Melissa H.-Barry this is Melissa we can touch base after this call. 

Nick D.-Anything else anyone wants to talk about? 

Barry S.-We took Brad Beckley’s advice about changing the flash tank 

Radar wave guide in alarm at 50% I think that we need to probably need to change the 
calibration on the wave guide.  It alarms at 50% when it normally runs at 47% 

Nick D.-Write that up and send that note to Brad. 

Barry S.-I talked to him on the phone and I said I was ready to take that jumper off and he 
recommended that I go to the MOC that was written up 

I went over there to do and realized that it was in alarm and I was afraid to take that off in case 
we lose the plant. 



Nick D.-K200 operation? 

Barry S.-We have the second stage strainer replaced and tourqued up.  We are going to have to 
replace the ones from the warehouse and need some on the spare parts list.   

The one we pulled out was really dirty looked like rust, there were some liquids in the line.   

Nick D.-Are we ready to start it up? 

Barry S.-I am I don’t know if the operators are. 

The suction valve from before 

It will be a learning curve no matter when we do it. 

Nick D.-It is up to the BLM you have the start up schedule. 

Barry S.-I think right after Thanksgiving we are going to jump in both feet and see what 
happens. 

Nick D.-Anything else? 

 


